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Sys_language deleted and hidden field are not checked for language select. 
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Description

TL;DR

The fields Hidden and Deleted are not checked in the page language-select.

User Story

One of our customers has asked to have multiple languages in his system (German, French, Italian and English). For each of these

languages,  we have added a sys_language record.

Now the customer is filling his content into the site and has realized that he just need (German, French and Italian), English is not

needed anymore. So we have deleted all pages translated to English and the sys_language record but you can still select English as

a new Translation in a page record.

What's the Problem

A deleted sys_language record shouldn't be used any longer for the language-select in a page record.

History

#1 - 2019-12-09 09:49 - Riccardo De Contardi

- Category set to Localization

#2 - 2020-03-18 09:48 - Georg Ringer

- Status changed from New to Accepted

#3 - 2023-02-08 15:59 - Benni Mack

- Status changed from Accepted to Needs Feedback

Hey Markus,

can you give us a bit more details on your setup? We've successfully migrated away from sys_language - hopefully that problem is solved?

#4 - 2023-03-13 22:44 - Sybille Peters

I am not 100% sure, but I think even in TYPO3 v9 the language configuration in the site configuration should be relevant and not the records in the

database table sys_language. Can you check if it helps if you delete the language from the site configuration?

In any case, it might help to post your site configuration.

TYPO3 documentation for site: https://docs.typo3.org/m/typo3/reference-coreapi/9.5/en-us/ApiOverview/SiteHandling/AddLanguages.html

changelog: https://docs.typo3.org/c/typo3/cms-core/main/en-us/Changelog/9.2/Feature-84581-SiteHandling.html
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